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10 Raiz table lamp
Ames, Germany

A clean and minimalist
lighting solution from
Norwegian furniture ﬁrm
Northern will provide the
perfect warm tone for your
home this winter. The ﬁnely
knitted pendant, which
comes in three different
sizes, is designed by Oslo
ﬁrm Morten & Jonas.
northern.no

As we sink into cosy armchairs, switch on lamps
and rethink our work set-ups, we pick out the
latest pieces that promise comfort and warmth.
writer
Sonia Zhuravlyova

Tradition pendant light
Northern, Norway

11 Sandia armchair and ottoman
Fendi Casa, Italy

The handmade, coneshaped ceramic lampshades
from StudioIlse draw
upon age-old Colombian
craftsmanship. The shade’s
inner glaze catches the light
beautifully, shimmering in
either white or black. The
lamps also feature elements
made from the ﬁbres of the
Iraca palm.
amesliving.de

Group armchair
SCP, UK
Part of British-Canadian designer Philippe
Malouin’s Group collection, the circular
armchair has a plump seat, which offers
depth and comfort. It comes with either
a ﬁxed or swivel base and in a range of
colourful fabrics that are made in scp’s
specialist upholstery factory in Norfolk.
scp.co.uk
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Cesta exterior lamp
Santa & Cole, Spain
Spanish industrial designer Miguel Milá ﬁrst
crafted his Cesta lamp in 1962. Its original
timber build nodded to Japanese lanterns
but it can now be enjoyed outdoors thanks to
an aluminium version in black or olive green,
with a waterproof polyethylene shade.
santacole.com
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Re-Rug
Nanimarquina, Spain
Made from surplus wool,
these rugs are crafted using
a hand-loomed dhurrie
technique. The mix of dyed
virgin wool and recycled
yarn gives them a distinctive,
marbled pattern that
beautifully shows off the
tonal richness of the wool.
nanimarquina.com

12 Side table
SCP, Netherlands
The designer’s pieces begin as
a chunk of clay, which is then
cut and shaped as he sees
ﬁt. Released during London
Design Week, this warmtoned side table is equal parts
sculptural and functional.
scp.co.uk
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In a departure from more formal and
structured silhouettes, Milan-based
Parisian designer Toan Nguyen has
crafted an organic, pebble-like armchair
and matching ottoman, which come in a
range of luxury Fendi fabrics. They are
both intimate and invitingly plump, a
deliberate response, says the designer,
to our search for rest and recuperation.
fendicasa.com

